NEW AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
Fall 2009

WINDST(232)AKE 10 [SOUND RECORDING].
Mambo mania -- Bleib bei mir -- Wegen dir -- Lost in love -- Heyla heyla -- Was immer du tust -- Alles nur aus liebe -- One night stand -- Viva la vida -- Deep as the ocean -- Die ganze nacht an dich gedacht -- verbotene liebe -- C'est la vie -- I do what I want -- Mit dem sommerwind -- We go together.

COMPACTD 2009-01.
NEW BEGINNING [SOUND RECORDING] / TRACY CHAPMAN.
Elektra: CD 61850.
Texts on container insert.
Heaven's here on earth (5:23) -- New beginning (5:33) -- Smoke and Ashes (6:39) -- Cold feet (5:40) -- At this point in my life (5:09) -- The promise (5:28) -- The rape of the world (7:07) -- Tell it like it is (6:08) -- Give me one reason (4:31) -- Remember the timman (5:45) -- I'm ready (4:56).
Tracy Chapman, vocals, guitars, organ; Andy Stoller, bass, tamboura; Rock Deadrick, drums, percussion; Adam Levy, guitar; Glenys Rogers, percussion with additional instrumentalists.
Recorded: the Site, San Rafael, CA.

COMPACTD 2009-02.
TIME OUT OF MIND [SOUND RECORDING] / BOB DYLAN.
Rock music.
Compact disc.
Love sick -- Dirt road blues -- Standing in the doorway -- Million miles -- Tryin' to get to heaven -- 'Til I fell in love with you -- Not dark yet -- Cold irons bound -- Make you feel my love -- Can't wait -- Highlands.
Bob Dylan, guitars, harmonica, piano, and vocals; with assisting instrumentalists.
Recorded at Criteria Recording Studios, Miami, FL.

COMPACTD 2009-03.
THE SOUND OF AMSTERDAM: BOUDEWIJN ZWART LIVE AT THE 'WESTERTOREN'.

COMPACTD 2009-04.
KLANG IM RAUM [SOUND RECORDING].
Die Vorlage enth. insgesamt 5 Werke.

TEENS, SEX, & SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS [VIDEORECORDING] / WRITTEN BY ALISSE WOBSER, MAHA DAKIL ; EDITED AND PRODUCED BY SETH CONWAY.
Executive producer, George H. Russell.
DVD.
Narrator, Thomas F. Soare.
Discusses factors influencing teen sexual activity and the emotional and physical consequences of teen sex, including pregnancy and the spread of sexually transmitted diseases. Provides two versions of the presentation: one with graphic depictions of infected genitalia, and one without.

DVD 2009-49.
THE HUMAN FAMILY TREE [VIDEORECORDING] / WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY CHAD COHEN ; DIRECTOR, CHAD COHEN ; PRODUCED BY NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION FOR NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL.
Originally broadcast on television in 2009.
Special feature: photo gallery.
Director of photography, James F. Ball ; editor: Emmanuel Mairesse.
DVD, region 1, widescreen, dolby digital.
Closed-captioned; SDH.
Host: Spencer Wells; narrator: Kevin Bacon.
Rating: Not rated.
"Join geneticist Spencer Wells and a team from National Geographic's Genographic Project as they trace the human journey through time, from our origins in the heart of Africa to the ends of the world. Cutting edge science, coupled with a cast of New Yorkers -- each with their own unique genetic history -- helps paint a picture of these amazing journeys. The human family tree answers some of humanity's most burning questions -- who we are and where we come from -- and forces us to change how we think not only about our relationships with our neighbors, but ourselves"--Container.

DVD 2009-50.
RETHINK AFGHANISTAN [VIDEORECORDING] / BRAVE NEW FOUNDATION ; DIRECTED BY ROBERT GREENWALD ; PRODUCED BY JASON ZARO.
Special features: messages to Obama: Afghans speak out; negotiating with the Taliban; Robert Greenwald in conversation with former CIA agents Robert Baer and Graham Fuller; Rethink Afghanistan: behind the campaign; commentary track by director Robert Greenwald; Robert Greenwald on his trip to Afghanistan; debates: eight experts debate Afghan issues; vet finds Congress through Facebook: how retired corporal Rick Reyes testified before Congress; list of producers who made this film possible.
Editor, Phillip Cruess ; camera, Caleb Crosby ... [et al.].
DVD, widescreen (1.85:1); NTSC.
Soundtrack in English; some interviews in native languges with English subtitles; optional Spanish subtitles.
Rating: Not rated.
A groundbreaking, feature-length documentary about the escalating U.S. military involvement in the Afghanistan war. It investigates the main issues surrounding Afghanistan, troops, Pakistan, cost of war, civilian casualties, women in Afghanistan, and terrorism, through the eyes of experts and the people of Afghanistan.

DVD 2009-51.
GREAT PERFORMANCES [VIDEORECORDER] / PRODUCER, PAUL ARNOTT; DIRECTOR, BILL ANDERSON; A GUARDIAN TV PRODUCTION.

King Lear -- Coriolanus -- What you will, or, Twelfth night -- A midsummer night's dream.

Sound, Simon Pinkerton, Doug Dregger; Photographers, Andrew Muggleton, Neve Cunningham, Roy Cornwell, Lynette Frewin; off-line editors, Theo Williams, Nick Watts; on-line editor, Nick Watts.

Performances, Royal Shakespeare Company; commentary, Adrian Noble, Robert Stephens, Toby Stephens, Desmond Barrit; performance (Twelfth night), Derek Griffiths.

This program features excerpts from four Royal Shakespeare Company productions:

King Lear, Twelfth night, A midsummer night's dream, and Coriolanus. Each segment of the program includes key scenes from the play intertwined with interviews and explanations of the play with both actors and directors.

Originally released 1995.

Dvd format.

Dvd 2009-52.

THE ROLE OF THEATRE IN ANCIENT GREECE [VIDEORECORDER] / A PRODUCTION OF ERT 2 GREEK TELEVISION; DIRECTED BY M. SPIRATOU.

Dvd.

Robert Lanchester.

Explanation of aspects of theatre in ancient Greece, including theatre design and the use of the surrounding landscape, the origins of tragedy and the comparative roles of the writer/director and actors.

Dvd 2009-53.

BECKETT ON FILM [VIDEORECORDER]: 19 FILMS X 19 DIRECTORS / BLUE ANGEL FILMS; TYRONE PRODUCTIONS.

Originally produced in 2000. "Radio Telef{226}is {226}Eireann & Channel 4 in association with Bord Scann{226}an na h{226}Eireann."--Container.

Special features include: Stills gallery; interviews with John Crowley, John Hurt, Richard Eyre, Charles Garrad, Michael Lindsay-Hogg, Enda Hughes, Neil Jordan, Anthony Minghella, Patricia Rozema, Charles Sturridge, Kieron J. Walsh.

"Souvenir book from the Beckett on Film project" -- on cover of booklet.

1 Waiting for Godot / director, Michael Lindsay-Hogg (120 min.) -- Not I / director, Neil Jordan (14 min.) -- Rough for theatre I / director, Kieron J. Walsh (20 min.) -- Ohio impromptu / director, Charles Sturridge (12 min.) -- Documentary / producer, Larry Masterson; director, Pearse Lehane -- 2 Krapp's last tape / director, Atom Egoyan (58 min.) -- What where / director, Damien O'Donnell (12 min.) -- Footfalls / director, Walter Asmus (28 min.) -- Come and go / director, John Crowley (8 min.) -- Act without words I / director, Karel Reisz (16 min.) -- 3 Happy days / director, Patricia Rozema (79 min.) -- Catastrophe / director, David Mamet (7 min.) -- Rough for theatre II / director, Katie Mitchell (30 min.) -- Breath / director, Damien Hirst (1 min.) -- That time / director, Charles Garrad (20 min.) -- 4 Endgame / director, Conor McPherson (84 min.) -- Act without words II / director, Enda Hughes (11 min.) -- A piece of monologue / director, Robin Lef(225)evre (20 min.) -- Play / director, Anthony Minghella (15 min.) -- Rockaby / director, Richard Eyre (14 min.).

Produced by Michael Colgan & Alan Moloney.
"The comprehensive cinematic interpretation of Beckett's plays." DVD--Container. Recommended for general audiences (UK).
CLA540.
all regions.
English.

ND259 .K33 2003 DVD.
FRIDA [VIDEORECORDING] / MIRAMAX FILMS PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH MARGARET ROSE PERENCHIO A VENTANAROSA PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH LIONS GATE FILMS, A FILM BY JULIE TAYMOR ; PRODUCED BY SARAH GREEN, SALMA HAYEK, JAY POLSTEIN ... [ET AL.] ; SCREENPLAY BY CLANCY SIGAL ... [ET AL.] ; DIRECTED BY JULIE TAYMOR. Originally released as a motion picture in 2002.
Based on the book by Hayden Herrera.
Special features: Disc 1: feature film with commentary by director Julie Taymor; selected scenes commentary with composer Elliot Goldenthal; a conversation with Salma Hayek -- Disc 2: American Film Institute Q & A with director Julie Taymor; Bill Moyers interview with Julie Taymor; Chavela Vargas interview; the voice of Lila Downs; the vision of Frida: with Rodrigo Prieto and Julie Taymor; the design of "Frida": with Felipe Fernandez; the music of "Frida": with Elliot Goldenthal and Salma Hayek; Salma Hayek's recording session; bringing Frida Kahlo's life and art to film: a walk through real locations; portrait of an artist; "Amoea Proteus" visual FX; "The Brothers Quay" visual FX; Frida Kahlo facts.
Director of photography, Rodrigo Prieto ; editor, Fran{240}coise Bonnot ; music composer, Elliot Goldenthal ; costume designer, Julie Weiss ; production designer, Felipe Fern{226}andez del Paso.
DVD, 5.1 Dolby digital, Region 1 encoding.
English or French dialogue, Spanish subtitles; Closed-captioned.
Salma Hayek, Alfred Molina, Valeria Golino, Mia Maestro, Roger Rees, Diego Luna, Geoffrey Rush, Ashley Judd, Antonio Banderas.
MPAA rating: R; for sexuality/nudity and language.
The life of artist Frida Kahlo, from her humble upbringing to her worldwide fame and controversy that surrounded both her and her husband, Diego Rivera.
Academy Awards, USA, 2003: Oscar - Best Achievement in Makeup (John E. Jackson, Beatrice De Alba); Best Achievement in Music Written for Motion Pictures, Original Score (Elliot Goldenthal).